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An apparatus and method are disclosed for controlling the
power ?ow in an electric transmission system including at
least two transmission lines. each transmission line having
two ends and carrying alternating current at a selected
transmission line voltage and fundamental frequency
between the ends. At last two emanating voltages at the
fundamental frequency of the alternating currents ?owing in
the transmission lines. with variable magnitude and Conn-0L

lable phase angle relative to the transmission line current.
are generated and coupled in series with the transmission
lines. The magnitude and phase of each generated voltage
are controlled selectively and individually to adjust the
effective reactive and real impedanceof each transmission
line, to control the real power transmitted between the two
ends of the transmission line and. concurrently. to control the
.

.

.

amount of real p°W°r mdwlduauy "ansfmed bctwcc“ the
transm‘sswn hues‘

20 Claims, 6 Drawing Sheets
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APPARATUS AND METHOD FOR
INTERLINE POWER FLOW CONTROL

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION
This invention is embodied in an Interline Power Flow
Controller (IPFC) which is able to control the transmitted
power over an individual line by the method of series
voltage injection. but in addition. it is also able to transfer a

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION
This invention relates to apparatus and methods for con
trolling the ?ow of electric power on an ac transmission line.
and in particular. to a power ?ow controller and control
method which can provide series reactive power compen
sation for individual transmission lines and. at the same
time. can transfer real power between these lines.

de?ned amount of power from one speci?c line to one or
more other lines. The IPFC controls power ?ow by means of

reactive series compensation of individual lines and by
simultaneous. controlled real power transfer between these
10

this invention controls the power ?ow in an electric trans

mission system including at least two transmission lines.
each transmission line having two ends and carrying alta
nating current at a selected transmission line voltage and
fundamental frequency between the ends. The controller
includes a converter for generating at least two alternating

Electric power ?ow through an ac transmission line is a

function of the line impedance. the magnitude of the sending
end and receiving end voltages. and the phase angle between
these voltages. The power ?ow in an individual transmission

line is traditionally controlled either by reactive series
compensation. using ?xed or thyristor-controlled series
capacitors. or by phase shifting transformers. Recently. new
power controllers using solid state switching converters.

lines.
A power ?ow controller constructed in accordance with

voltages at the fundamental frequency of the alternating
currents ?owing in the transmission lines with variable
20

have been proposed. US. Pat. No. 5.198.746 entitled

‘Transmission Line Dynamic Impedance Compensation

magnitude and controllable phase angle relative to the
transmission line current; each generated voltage is indi
vidually coupled in series with one of the transmission lines;

System”. describes an apparatus that is able to inject a

and a control device controls the magnitude and phase of

controlled voltage in quadrature with the transmission line
current and thereby accomplish the control of reactive line
impedance and transmitted power. US. Pat. No. 5.343.139
entitled “Generalized Fast Flow Power Controller”

each generated voltage in order to selectively and individu
ally adjust the e?’ective reactive and real impedance of the
each transmission line to control the real power transmitted
between the two ends of the transmission line and.
concurrently. to control the amount of real power individu
ally transferred between the transmission lines through the

describes an apparatus that. by appropriate voltage injection.
is able to control. concurrently or selectively. the transmis

sion line impedance. voltage and phase angle. and thereby
the transmitted power. Commonly assigned US. patent
application Ser. No. 081366.649. ?led Dec. 30, 1994. and
entitled “Series Compensator Inserting Real And Reactive
Impedance Into Electric Power System For Damping Power

30 converter.

This invention also encompasses a method for controlling
the power ?ow in an electric transmission system including
at least two transmission lines. each transmission line having
two ends and carrying alternating current at a selected

Oscillations” describes an improved method of series com 35 transmission line voltage and fundamental frequency

between the ends. The method comprises the steps of:
generating at least two alternating voltages at the fundamen
tal frequency of the alternating currents ?owing in the
transmission lines with variable magnitude and controllable

pensation which controls reactive line impedance by the
injection of a voltage in quadrature with the line current. in
a manner similar to that described in US. Pat. No. 5.198.
746. and in addition. by the use of an external energy
storage. it can also insert a voltage component in phase with
the line current to establish temporarily a virtual positive or

phase angle relative to the transmission line current; cou

pling individually each generated voltage in series with one
of the transmission lines; and controlling the magnitude and
phase of each generated voltage to selectively and individu_
ally adjust the effective reactive and real impedance of the

negative real impedance in series with the line. for the
purpose of aiding power oscillation damping.
The common feature of all of these power ?ow

controllers. independently of whether they employ conven

45

tional or electronic devices. is that they can directly control
the power flow only in a single line to which they are
coupled. However. several transmission lines are usually
connected to a voltage bus. The other end of the lines may

each transmission line to control the real power transmitted
between the two ends of the transmission line and.
concurrently. to control the amount of real power individu

ally transferred between the transmission lines.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

be connected to another common voltage bus. or to different
FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed diagram of an interline power ?ow
busses. depending on the structure of the transmission
controller constructed in accordance with one embodiment
network. The lines may have similar or di?erent imped
of the invention;
ances. Thus. it is easy to see that the control of power ?ow
FIG. 2 is a vector diagram illustrating the operation of the
in one line of a network may not provide an optimal solution
for the economic utilization of the whole network. For 55 interline power ?ow controller of FIG. 1;
FIG. 3 is a simpli?ed diagram of an interline power ?ow
example, in a multi-line transmission line arrangement, if
controller constructed in accordance with an alternative
one line is overloaded and another is under loaded, the ideal
embodiment of the invention;
solution would be to increase the transmitted power in the
FIG. 4 is a simpli?ed diagram of an interline power ?ow
under loaded line and decrease it in the overloaded line. with
controller
constructed in accordance with another alternative
as little impact as possible on the power ?ow of the other
embodiment of the invention;
lines. A state-of-the-art power ?ow controller is able to
FIG. 5 is a simpli?ed diagram of an interline power ?ow
increase or decrease the power ?ow only in one line and the

change in that line may impact the power ?ow in all other
lines. Thus. real power burden cannot be directly transferred
from one speci?c line to another but changed indirectly in
each line by individual power flow controllers until the
desired ?ow levels are established

controller constructed in accordance with yet another alter
native embodiment of the invention;
65

FIG. 6 is a simplified diagram of a control circuit for an
interline power ?ow controller constructed in accordance

with the invention; and
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FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a portion of the control circuit
of FIG. 6.

power that is desired to be absorbed from, or generated for.
this line. The real power (positive or negative depending on

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

provided for an under loaded line) is transferred to the DC
terminals of the inverter in question as power demand. The

whether power is absorbed from an ovaloaded line or

Referring to the drawings, FIG. 1 is a simpli?ed diagram
of an interline power ?ow controller 10 for controlling the

power ?ow in two parallel transmission lines 12 and 14 of
an electric power system. The power system includes a

sending end bus 16 with voltage v, and a receiving bus 18

10

with a bus voltage v,,. Sending end bus 16 is connected to a
?rst power source 20 and receiving end bus 18 is connected

output voltage of another selected inverter (or the combi
nation of inverters) controlling another line (or a number of
lines) is adjusted so that the resultant in-phase component
(or the sum of the in-phase components) results in an
identical but opposite real power exchange to that demanded
by the inverter which exchanges real power with the over

to a second power source 22. The two lines are characterized

loaded or under loaded line in question. In this way real
power transfer between selected lines can be established via

by their series reactive impedances X1 and X2 and they are
assumed to conduct currents i1 and i2. respectively. The

pendently controlled reactive compensation for the indi

the inverters while each inverter keeps providing an inde
vidual lines.
In FIG. 1, inverter 26 is synchronized to the current i1
(lower case letters for currents and voltages indicate instan
taneous values, whereas capital letters indicate r.m.s. values

power circuit of the Interline Power Flow Controller (IPFC)
includes a converter 24, which in this embodiment includes

two voltage sourced inverters 26 and 28. connected back
to-back with a common DC link 30. The two inverters may

employ gate turn-0E thyristors. or other suitable power
semiconductors, and they may use various well established
techniques (e. g. harmonic neutralization or pulse-width
modulation) for output waveform generation. The inverter
structure of the ]PFC. excluding its coupling to the ac
system. may actually be identical to that described in U.S.
Pat. No. 5.343.139 for the Generalized Fast Flow Power
Controller. However. the circuit arrangement of the [PFC for
coupling outputs of the two inverters to the ac system
fundamentally di?’ers from that used for the Generalized
Fast Flow Power Controller. For the IPFC. the ac outputs of
both inverters are coupled in series with the transmission

20

lable between zero and a maximum value determined by the

rating of inverter 26. and the angular position of which, with
25

360 degrees. This voltage, vpql, is inserted in series with line

and interacts with the injected voltage vpql. The interaction
means, in general. the exchange of both real and reactive
power between line 12 and inverter 26. This power exchange
is illustrated in FIG. 2 in the form of a phasor diagram. As
seen in FIG. 2, the component of the voltage. VM1 R. that is
in phase with current i1, results in real power P12=I1VM1 R.

in series with line 14 via insertion transformers "m and Tr2.
35

Fast Flow Power Controller, as shown in U.S. Pat. No.
5,343.139. both inverters are coupled to the same line.
Pbrtherrnore, whereas the output of one invm'ter is coupled
to the line in a series connection. the other is coupled to the

line in a parallel connection. Consequently, the Generalized
Fast Flow Power Controller disclosed in U.S. Pat. No.
5.343.139 could not control directly the power ?ow in. and
the power transfer between two (or more) lines of the power
system. which are the main objectives of the present inven
tion.

respect to that of line ctn-rent i1, can be varied from zero to

12 via transformer Trl.
The line current i1 ?ows through series transformer Trl

lines. Speci?cally, the output of inverter 26 is coupled in
series with line 12 and the output of inverter 28 is coupled
respectively. In the circuit arrangement of the Generalized

and phasors) ?owing in line 12. That is to say. inverter 26
produces an alternating voltage vW1 at the fundamental
power system frequency. the magnitude of which is control

and the component of voltage, vpqm. that is in quadrature
with current 11, results in reactive power QC1=I1VM1Q It
should be noted that the form of these equations implies
single phase quantities. It is to be understood however, that
although the IPFC concept could be applied to single-phase
power systems, it in practice would normally be used in

conjunction with three phase power systems. In spite of this,
the equations are kept in the previously used simple form
throughout this discussion with the understanding that they
can be made to be also valid for balanced three-phase
45

The two inverters 26 and 28 of FIG. 1 are operated by a

systems by assuming that they represent related phase
quantities, e.g., line to neutral voltages and line currents. and

control 32 so as to vary the transmittable power in each line

by simply multiplying them by three.

by individual series reactive compensation as commanded
50

As is known from the theory of voltage-sourced inverters,
and as explained in the referenced U.S. Pat. No. 5.343.139.
inverter 26 (as well as inverter 28) is able to generate or

lines 12 and 14 as commanded by real power reference

absorb the reactive power. Qcl, exchanged. However.

signal P12. Signals representative of measured system
55

inverter 26 will convert real power P12 and transfer it to its
DC terminals. where it appears as a real power demand
(positive or negative) to be provided in the form of VDCIDC.
where VDC is the voltage of the common DC link and IDC

by the two reactive compensating impedance reference
signals X,¢1 and XQ. and the real power transfer between
variables. such as transmission line currents, are delivered to
the control on lines mv 1. mv2 and mvs.

In FIG. 1. each inverter produces a controllable ac output
voltage at the fundamental frequency of the ac power

is the current to be supplied or absorbed by the link.

The quantity (1/I1)VPq1Q represents the virtual reactive
impedance that the inverter produces to compensate the
existing line impedance X1. and thereby to increase or
decrease the transmitted power. This compensating imped
ance may be capacitive (to increase the transmitted power)
or inductive (to decrease the transmitted power). depending
on whether the injected voltage VMIQ lags or leads the line

system. Each output voltage is coupled to an individual
transmission line via a series insertion transformer. The
output of each inverter is synchronized to the current of the

particular transmission line it controls. The phase position of
an inverter voltage with respect to the line current. as well
as its magnitude, are adjusted so that the injected series line

voltage will have an appropriate component that is in
quadrature and another one that is in phase with the line
current. The quadratm'e component will provide series reac
tive compensation for the line and the in-phase component
will absorb from. or generate for. the line an amount of real

65

current by 90 degrees. If the compensating impedance is
XC1. where XC1=(1II1)Vpq1Q). then the power transmitted
through line 12 will be inversely proportional to the imped
ance difference given by X.—Xc1. The XC1 is a reference

5,698,969
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quantity provided for the IPFC control to adjust the power
?ow in line 12. The desired quadrature voltage to be injected
by inverter 26 can be simply derived from this with the

desired quadrature voltage to be injected by inverter 28 can
be simply derived from this with the knowledge of the line

knowledge of the line current 11. that is. Vpq1Q=XaIr
The quantity (1/I1)VM1 Rrepresents the virtual real imped
ance R1 that the inverter produces. This impedance may be

It can be appreciated that the embodiment of the IPFC
shown above can be easily extended to multiple N (where N

current I2. that is, VMQQ=XC2I2.
is an integer) lines as illustrated in FIG. 3. In FIG. 3. a
plurality of N ac to DC inverters 34. 36 and 38 are coupled

positive (in which case real power is absorbed from the line)
or negative. in which case real power is generated for the

line). depending on whether the injected voltage component
VMIR is in phase. or in phase opposition, with line current
1.. In the ?rst case. real power P,2=I1Vpq1R=(I1)2R1. is

10

absorbed from the line and transferred to the common DC
terminals of inverters 26 and 28. In the second case. P12 is
absorbed by inverter 26 from common DC terminals and
delivered for line 12 at its ac terminals. This case, from the

in series with transmission lines 40. 42 and 44. respectively.
via transformers Trl‘. Tr2' and Trn. A DC link 46 provides
the common DC input voltage for the inverters. The neces
sary criterion for the operation of this system is that the sum
of the real power exchanged by all inverters must sum to
zero. I2Vmm+I2Vm2R+ . . . +InVmnR=O. Otherwise. the ac

voltage necessary for the operation of the inverters cannot be
maintained. It should be understood, that the ac to DC

inverters of FIG. 3 could be replaced by other types of power
converters. for example. by ac to ac converters coupled by

viewpoint of line 12. is equivalent to that of an additional
power generator with real power rating of P12 connected in
series with the sending end voltage source to increase the
overall power input to line 12.

an ac link instead of a DC link. and still fall within this

invention.
Another generalized arrangement for the [PFC is shown
in FIG. 4. In this embodiment. N lines are compensated by
N series inverters 48. 50 and 52 which are all connected to

It is easy to see if inverter 28 of the IPFC is operated so
as to inject in series with line 14 a virtual real impedance

with an equivalent magnitude but with an opposite sign to
that injected in series with line 12 by inverter 26. while also
injecting an independently controllable virtual reactive
impedance. then the real power P12 will be transferred from

the DC bus 56. An additional inverter in the form of a shunt
inverter 58 is also connected to the DC bus. The ac terminals
of the shunt inverter are connected to an appropriate bus of

the ac system by way of transformer Trs. FIG. 4 also shows
a single ac bus 60 feeding two of the N transmission lines.
Of course. the IPFC is not limited in any way by the bus
arrangement of the transmission system. The line fed via
series inverters could be fed individually or in groups from
an arbitrary number of related and unrelated buses. The
purpose of the shunt inverter is to remove the previously

either line 12 to line 14. or visa versa (depending on which

of the two virtual real irnpedances is positive and which is
negative). while both lines receive independently controlled
series reactive compensation. In order to accomplish this.
inverter 28 is synchronized to the current i2 ?owing in line
14. That is. inverter 28 produces an alternating voltage vpq2
at the fundamental power system frequency. the magnitude
of which is controllable between zero and a maximum value

stated requirement that the real power exchanged by all

determined by the rating of inverter 28. and the angular

series inverters must sum to zero. In this case. the sum of the

position of which. with respect to that of current i2. can be
varied from zero to 360 degrees. This voltage. V? , is
inserted in series with line 14 via transformer Tr2.

35 real powers exchanged. that is. I2VPq1R+I2Vm2R+ . . .

+InVPqnR=PM is recirculated to the common ac bus by the
shunt inverter. In other words. the shunt invertm' is con
trolled to maintain the desired DC terminal voltage. and in

The line current i2 ?ows through series transformer Tr2
and interacts with the injected voltage vmz. The interaction
means. as explained above. the exchange of both real and
reactive power between line 14 and inverter 28. Speci?cally.
the component of the voltage. vpqm, that is in phase with
current i2, de?nes the real power exchange, and voltage
component, vpqzg. that is in quadrature with current i2.
de?nes the reactive exchange between line 14 and inverter
30. In order to satisfy the command to transfer real power
between lines 12 and 14. via the common DC link 30 of the
back-to-back connected inverters, the real power exchange
between lines 14 and inverter 28 must be equal and opposite
to that exchanged between line 12 and inverter 26. That is,

doing so. it exchanges PdifVbuInwm, power (positive or
negative) with the ac bus. In the expression VbwL-WM, .
Vb,“ is the line to neutral voltage of the ac bus and I." a“,

is the current component in phase with Vb“, drawn by the
shunt inverter. The shunt inverter increases the degree of
freedom in the compensation and power transfer control of
45

individual lines. which makes this arrangement particularly
suitable to manage power transfer in a complex transmission

system involving several lines.
It should be evident to those skilled in the art that other

implementations and applications of the invention are pos
50

I1Vpq1R+I2Vm2R=Q The reactive power exchanged between

sible. For example. the [PFC could be implemented by the
use of ac to DC current-sourced inverters. or by inverters
operated with a resonant link. instead of the ac to DC

line 14 and inverter 28. de?ned by QQ=I2Vpq2Q is inde

pendently controllable from that. QC1=I1Vm1Q, exchanged

voltage-sourced inverters shown in the FIG. 1 embodiment.

between line 12 and inverter 26. The quantity (IIIQWMQ
represents the virtual reactive impedance that the inverter

Similarly. othm' types of power converters. such as ac to ac
55

produces to compensate the existing line impedance X2,

converters or frequency changers. could be employed to
implement the IPFC. If an ac link is used. a passive resonant
circuit can be coupled to the link. Also. the DC terminals of

thereby increasing or decreasing the transmitted real power
in line 14. This compensating impedance. just like the virtual

the IPFC inverters, used in the preferred embodiment could

compensating impedance produced by inverter 26. may be

be coupled to an energy source or storage device 62 such as

capacitive to increase the transmitted power) or inductive (to
decrease transmitted power). depending on whether the
injected voltage VMZQ lags or leads the line current by 90

a large storage capacitor. battery bank. superconducting
magnetic storage, etc.. as shown in FIG. 5. Voltage-sourced
type inverters would be used when the link has voltage
source type characteristics (e.g. the link is connected to a
battery or capacitor bank). and current-sourced type invert

degrees. If the compensating impedance is X62. where
X._,=( llI-2)Vm2Q. then the power transmitted through line 14
will be inversely proportional to the impedance difference
Ken-X2. The XCnis also a reference quantity provided for
the [PFC control 32 to adjust the power ?ow in line 14. The

65

ers would be used when the link has current-source type

characteristics (e.g. the link is connected to a rotating
machine or inductive energy storage device). In the embodi

5,698,969
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ment of FIG. 5. the energy storage device is coupled to the
DC link 56 by way of a coupling circuit 64. This arrange

power reference is converted into an instantaneous real

reference: R2*=P12*li2. From reference quantities XC2*.
Rf. and from current magnitude i,, the magnitude e;* and

ment would allow short term violation of the condition of the

real power exchange the real power exchanged by all

angle [52* of the desired series voltage vector with respect to

inverters at zero. stipulated for the basic IPFC arrangement
shown in FIG. 3. In this way. the IPFC could be used to
counteract transient disturbances. such as voltage sags,

the current vector of line 14 are derived by simple math

power oscillation, subsynchronous oscillations. etc.. in any
one of the lines to which it is coupled. with the use of a

single energy storage device rated to handle the disturbance
only in one (or a de?ned number) line(s). One important
application of the IPFC arrangement with an energy storage
device is the dynamic compensation. or “restoration”. of
voltage sags occurring on electric power distribution system

10

VDC is the voltage of the DC link. Thus. the ratio of the DC

voltage to the magnitude of the desired series voltage
e2*/VDC de?nes the instantaneous value of 12. needed to
operate inverter 28. Therefore. the quantities $2 and 12 can

feeder lines.
With speci?c embodiments of the power circuit of the
]PFC. and their various application features described
above. it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that
further modi?cations and alterations. and additional appli

cations to those described. could be developed in light of the
overall teachings set forth above. Consequently. the arrange

be used to operate inverter 28 via a look-up table of switch
states that are sequentially stored for a de?ned set of 12 value
and can be accessed as a function of $2.
As FIG. 6. shows. control unit 66 has the same structure
20

reference R1“. where R.*=P12*/i12. is reversed (multiplied
by-l) in order to ensure that that (positive) real power
absorbed by inverter 28 from line 14 is delivered by inverter
26 to line 12 via the DC link.
Since R1* represents the same power as R;*. and since its

The control system of the ]PFC for the above example
involving two transmission lines (such as in FIG. 1) is
shown in FIG. 6. There are two essentially identical control
units controlling inverters 26 and 28. Each unit is operated

determines the real power to be transferred from one line to
the other is common to the two control units. except for the

polarity which is made opposite for control unit 66. In this

and operates in the same way as control unit 68. deriving

control variables (1)2 and 1:2 to provide gating signals for the
switches of inverter 26. Note. however. that the sign of

ments described are meant to be illustrative only and not
limiting as to the scope of the invention. For example. the
energy source in FIG. 5 could be a rotating electrical
machine.

with an independent reactive impedance reference input
(control unit 66 with X.;.* and control unit 68 with XC2*)
to determine the degree of series reactive compensation for
lines 12 and 14. The real power reference. P12*. which

ematical operation. Since angle {52* de?nes the relative
angular position of the desired series voltage vector. the total
instantaneous phase angle of this voltages vector. and thus
that of the voltage to be generated by inverter 28. is given
by: q>2=9,+{52* . The magnitude of the output voltage pro
duced by inverter 28. is controlled by parameter 1:. de?ned
as e2IVDC, where e2* is the amplitude of the output voltage

sign is opposite. theoretically. the two inverters should
accommodate smooth power ?ow with stable DC link
30

voltage. However. even small practical dilferences in the
power circuit losses or control accuracies of the two invert
ers could result in small di?erences in the delicate real

power balance, causing the DC link voltage to ?uctuate or
even collapse. In order to stabilize the DC link voltage a
35

special power equalization control 78. in a closed-loop

circuit arrangement. is employed. Referring again to FIG. 6.

way. a positive reference value for P12“ means that the real
power transfer is from line 14 to line 12. and a negative
reference value means that it is from line 12 to line 14.
The control units employ well established vector control
techniques and functional blocks. such as are well explained

it is seen that reference inputs R2* and —R1 * are modi?ed by
the addition of error signals AR2 to yield R2} and ARl to

in commonly owned application Ser. No. 08/366.646. ?led
Dec. 30. 1994. the disclosure of which is hereby incorpo
rated by reference.

and e2* of the injected voltages VMl and Vpqz. respectively,

Referring now to FIG. 6. and in particular to control unit

yield R.,*. used to derive control angles [31* and 132*. Error
signals AR1 and AR2 are derived through the process which

starts by comparison of the required magnitude signal e.*

45

68. this unit operates inverter 28 to inject a voltage vpq 2 in
series with line 14. The magnitude and angle of vpqz must be
such that the component. vmR. in quadrature with trans
mission line current i2. will represent a virtual reactive

impedance. XQ=VMZQII2 de?ned by reference Ken“. and

50

and selection of the larger one. cm“. This is accomplished
by the function block mart (e1*e2*). The signal ew* is then
compared to the appropriately scaled (kDc) value of the DC
link voltage VDC. The voltage error obtained is divided by
ilcos?f and izcos?z" (the components of line currents i1
and i2 that are in phase with the injected voltages vpq1 and
vpqz. respectively) to get a positive or negative real imped
ance ditference indicating the need to increase. or the

the component. vpqzR. in phase with current i2, will represent
a virtual real impedance. R2=Vpq2R/I2 which gives real

possibility to decrease. the DC voltage to facilitate the
desired maximum line reactive compensation and real power

power P12=I22R2 de?ned by reference Put‘.

transfer. The error. after appropriate ampli?cation (kl k2).

As the block diagram of control unit 68 shows. the
instantaneous values of the three phase currents in line 14
are represented by a current vector in a two axes. d and q.
system of coordinates. This current vector has an instanta

are added to —Rl* and R2* to produce R1} and R2,* to
change [31* and 82*. It is seen that positive errors will
increase [32* and decrease B1", to increase the DC link
voltage. whereas negative errors will do the opposite to

neous magnitude i2 and an instantaneous phase angle 62. The
derivation of these quantities are accomplished by three
control blocks: vector resolver 70. vector phase locked loop

decrease it.
While specific embodiments of the invention have been
described in detail. it will be appreciated by those skilled in

SS

72 and vector magnitude calculator 74. The details of these
control blocks are shown in FIG. 7 and their operation is
well understood by those skilled in the art. Further expla

nation can be found in commonly assigned application Ser.
No. 081366.646.
The operation of inverter 28 is essentially determined by
four variables: XQ‘“. 1132*. i2. and 62. As seen in FIG. 6. the

the art that various modi?cations and alternatives to those

65

details could be developed in light of the overall teachings
of the invention. Accordingly. the particular arrangements
disclosed are meant to be illustrative only and not limiting
as to the scope of the invention which is to be given the full
breadth of the appended claims and any and all equivalents
thereof.
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DC link means connecting the DC terminals of said ?rst
and second inverters;

What is claimed:
1. A power ?ow controller for controlling the power ?ow
in an electric transmission system including at least two

?rst control means controlling the magnitude and phase
angle of an alternating voltage generated by said ?rst

transmission lines. each transmission line having two ends
and carrying alternating current at a selected transmission

inverter at said fundamental frequency to a magnitude
and an angle relan've to said current ?owing in said ?rst

line voltage and fundamental frequency between said ends,
said controller comprising:
a converter for generating at least two alternating voltages
at said fundamental frequency of said alternating cur
rents ?owing in said transmission lines with variable

magnitude and controllable phase angle relative to said

transmission line in order to selectively adjust the
effective reactive and real impedance of said ?rst
10

transmission line current;

means for coupling individually each alternating voltage
generated by said converter in series with one of said
transmission lines; and
means for controlling the magnitude and phase of each

15

alternating voltage generated by said converter. to

phase angle of an alternating voltage generated by said

adjust the elfective reactive and real impedance of said
each of said transmission lines and to control the real
power transmitted between the two ends of said trans
mission lines.
2. The power ?ow controller of claim 1. wherein said

second inverter at said fundamental frequency to a
20

means for controlling the magnitude and phase of each

alternating voltage generated by said converter concurrently
controls the amount of real power individually transferred
between said transmission lines through said converter.
3. The power ?ow controller of claim 1, wherein said
converter comprises at least two DC to ac inverters having

25

5. The power ?ow controller of claim 3, further compris
ing an energy storage means coupled to said DC link.
6. The power ?ow controller of claim 3. wherein each of
said DC to ac inverters comprises a voltage-sourced type
inverter, and said DC link has a substantially voltage-source
type characteristics.
7. The power ?ow controller of claim 3, wherein each of
said DC to ac inverters comprises a current-sourced type
inverter. and said DC link has a substantially current-source

30

said ?rst and second inverters in series with said ?rst
35

and second transmission lines to ensure the selected
real power transfer between said ?rst and second trans

mission lines.

15. Apower ?ow controller for controlling the power ?ow
in an electric power system comprising N transmission lines.
each having two ends and carrying alternating current at a
selected transmission voltage and fundamental frequency
between said ends. said controller comprising:

8. The power ?ow controller of claim 1, wherein said
converter comprises at least two resonant inverter means

N DC to ac inverters. each having ac terminals coupled in
series with a selected one of the said N transmission

having input terminals coupled through a resonant link
means.

lines and having DC terminals;

9. The power ?ow controller of claim 1, wherein said

a DC link connecting the DC terminals of said N invert

converter comprises at least one ac to ac converter.

10. The power ?ow controller of claim 1, wherein said

ers;

N control means. each conuolling. individually and in

converter comprises at least two ac to ac converters. each
having a set of ac terminals coupled to an ac link.

coordination. the magnitude and phase angle of the

11. The power ?ow controller of claim It). further com 50
prising an ac power source coupled to said ac link.
12. The power ?ow controller of claim 11. where said ac
power source comprises a rotating electrical machine.
13. The power ?ow controller of claim 10, further com
prising a passive resonant circuit coupled to said ac link. 55
14. A power ?ow controller for controlling the power ?ow
in an electric transmission system including at least two
transmission lines. each transmission line having two ends
and carrying alternating current at a selected transmission
60

a ?rst DC to ac inverter having ac terminals coupled in

series with said ?rst transmission line and having DC
terminals;
a second DC to ac inverter having ac terminals coupled in 65

series with said second transmission line and having
DC terminals;

with said ?rst transmission line to transfer said real
power said second inverter received at its DC terminals
to said second transmission line; and
power equalization control means to select the magnitude

and polarity of said virtual real irnpedances injected by

type characteristics.

line voltage and fundamental frequency between said ends.
said controller comprising:

magnitude and an angle relative to said current ?owing
in said second transmission line in order to selectively
adjust the e?ective reactive impedance of said second
transmission line and thereby to control the real power
transmitted between said two ends of said second
transmission line and. concurrently. to inject a virtual
real impedance in series with said second transmission
line with an equivalent magnitude and of opposite

polarity to that injected by said ?rst inverter in series

DC terminals coupled through a DC link.
4. ‘The power ?ow controller of claim 3, further compris
ing a power source connected to the DC link.

transmission line and thereby to control the real power
transmitted between said two ends of said ?rst trans
mission line and. concurrently. to inject a virtual real
impedance in series with said ?rst transmission line to
control the real power transferred from said ?rst trans
mission line by said ?rst inverter to said DC terminals
of said second inverter;
second control means controlling the magnitude and

alternating voltage of one of the inverters at said
fundamental frequency relative to said current ?owing
in the transmission line to which such inverter is

coupled. in order to selectively adjust the e?’ective
reactive and real impedance of said selected transmis
sion line to control the real power ?ow between said
ends of said selected transmission line and.
concurrently, to control the real power to be transferred
between said selected transmission line and the remain

ing (N-l) transmission lines; and
power equalization control means to select the magnitude

and polarity of the virtual real impedance to be injected
in series with said SCl?aQd transmission line by each of
the N inverters to ensure that selected real powers
transferred between the N transmission lines sum to
zero.

16. A power flow controller for controlling the power ?ow
in an electric power system comprising N transmission lines.

5 ,698,969
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each having two ends and carrying alternating current at a

18. The power ?ow controller of claim 16. wherein said

selected transmission voltage and fundamental frequency

ac to DC converter is a voltage-sourced inverter.
19. A method for controlling the power ?ow in an electric

between said sends. said controller comprising:

transmission system including at least two transmission
lines, each transmission line having two ends and carrying
alternating current at a selected transmission line voltage
and fundamental frequency between said ends. said method

an ac to DC power converter means having ac terminals

connected in shunt with an ac power source and having

DC terminals;
N DC to ac inverters, each having ac terminals coupled in
series with a selected one of the said N transmission

lines and having DC terminals;
DC link means connecting the DC terminals of said ac to
DC converter and of said N DC to ac inverters;

10

N inverter control means. each controlling, individually
and in coordination. the magnitude and phase angle of
the alternating voltage of one selected inverter at said
fundamental frequency relative to said current ?owing
in the transmission line and said selected inverter being
coupled to said selected transmission line in order to

line current;
15

selectively adjust the effective reactive and real imped
ance of said selected transmission line to control the

real power ?ow between said ends of said selected

transmission line, the remaining (N-l) transmission
lines and said ac power source; and

converter control means controlling real power exchange
between said ac power source and said ac to DC 25

converter to supply real power to said N inverters and
thereby enable the inverters to maintain selected power
?ows in said N transmission lines.
17. The power ?ow controller of claim 16. wherein said

comprising the steps of:
generating at least two alternating voltages at said fun
damental frequency of said alternating currents ?owing
in said transmission lines with variable magnitude and
controllable phase angle relative to said transmission

coupling individually each alternating voltage generated
by said converter in series with one of said transmission

lines; and
controlling the magnitude and phase of each alternating
voltage generated by said converter. to adjust the
effective reactive and real impedance of said each of
said transmission lines and to control the real power
transmitted between the two ends of said transmission
line.
20. The method of claim 19, wherein the step of control

ling the magnitude and phase of each alternating voltage
generated by said converter includes the step of controlling
the amount of real power individually transferred between
said transmission lines through said converter.

ac power source is provided by one or more transmission

lines of said ac power system.
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